Absorbed Dose Measurement Techniques

General
The general principles of absorbed dose determinations are discussed in Section 4. These principles can be applied when different kinds of dosimeters are to be used in the determination of absorbed dose. Dose measurements can be divided into two main categories:
(i) The determination of absorbed dose at a given location in a phantom; and (ii) The determination of relative absorbed dose values at a given location in a phantom with respect to the absorbed dose at a standard position in the phantom.
This section describes systems that are used to carry out both kinds of measurements. The first three systems described, calorimeters, chemical dosimeters and ionization chambers, are those that can be used for the absolute determination of the absorbed dose at a given location, while the last three, liquid ionization chambers. solid-state dosimeters and film dosimetry. are generally used for relative absorbed dose measurements.
Calorimetry
Introduction
Calorimetry is a basic method for the determination of absorbed dose in a small volume of an irradiated medium. If a small volume of the medium is thermally isolated from the remainder, the mean absorbed dose in this volume (the absorber) is given by Vi = 6."£ = 6.E h + 6.E s Am Am Am (5.1) where 15 i is the mean absorbed dose in the absQrber of material, i, and mass, Am; A"£ is the mean energy imparted to the absorber by the ionizing radiation; flEh is the energy appearing as heat; and flEs is the chemical defect which may be positive or negative. An example of Ms is the energy produced or absorbed in induced radiochemical reactions. If there is no change of state,
6.E h 11m = cp ·6.T (5.2) where c p is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure and llT the change in temperature.
General reviews of radiation calorimeters have been carried oui by GUUIl (1964 GUUIl ( , 1970 GUUIl ( , and 1976 . There are fewer reports on the use of calorimeters to measure 77 absorbed dose from electron beams than from x-ray beams. However, most of the calorimeters constructed for x rays could be used for electron radiation as well and the general principles, described in ICRU Report 1~ (ICRU, 1969) are, therefore, also applicable to electron beams. The main causes of differences in the use of the calorimet~rs with the two radiations arise from the different form of the depth vs. absorbed-dose distributions in the calorimeter material and from the more readily scattered electrons.
In the case of electron beams, the absorbed dose at different depths inside the absorber of the calorimeter may vary considerably, especially at low energies, and cannot be represented by simple analytical expressions as accurately as in the photon case. The thickness of the calorimeter absorber may be as large as 1 g cm-2 in order to reduce the relative influence of foreign materials in the absorber such as thermistors and wires. Corrections to zero absorber thickness, made in order to determine the absorbed dose to a point of interest in a uniform phantom of calorimeter material, could introduce large uncertainties at low electron energies, especially in the fall-off part of the depth-dose curve (see Section 4.2.2.2). Foreign materials in the calorimeter, inside or around the absorber, such as air gaps, may change the electron fluence in the absorber due to multiple scattering of the electrons.
Experimental Work with Calorimeters
Carbon calorimeters have been used by Geisselsoder et al. (1963) , Bradshaw (1965) , Pinkerton (1909) , Domen and Lamperti (1976), and Cottens (1979) in electron beams. Geisselsoder et al. used a calorimeter to calibrate an ionization chamber and a ferrous sulphate dosimeter with IO-MeV and 20-MeV electron beams. Bradshaw used a calorimeter in a I5-MeV electron beam to calibrate an ionization chamber. Pinkerton compared the absorbed dose measured in a carbon calorimeter with the charge collected in a carbon-walled ionization chamber at a number of depths in carbon for a 20-MeV electron beam. He also used the calorimeter to calibrate ferrous sulphate dosimeters and TLD systems. Domen and Lamperti measured the quotient of absorbed dose to graphite and charge collected per unit mass of air in the cavity of a graphite chamber at different depths in graphite with I5-MeV to 50-MeV electron beams. Cottens compared the re-'sponse of a carbon calorimeter and iron sulphate dosimeter to determine the radiation chemical yield for the ferrous sulphate dosimeter at different energies and depths in graphite (see Table 5 .3), An aluminum calorimeter was used by Almond (1967) to 'calibrate ferrous sulphate dosimeters at energies between 6 Me V and 18 Me V at the dose maximum.
Thermocouples attached to thin absorbers made of graphite or metal have been used to measure absorbed dose to the absorber from single high-dose pulses of electrons with energies between 0.3 MeV and 2 Me V by Willis et ai. (1971 ), Miller et al. (1974 ), and Lockwood et aZ. (1976 . For the particular problems in measurement of high-dose pulses, the reader is referred to ICRU Report 34 (ICRU, 1982) .
When a graphite or metal calorimeter is used to determine absorbed dose to water at a point of interest inside a water phantom, a transfer dosimeter must be used which is calibrated at the position of the absorber inside the calorimeter or a phantom of the same material and size as the calorimeter. The calibrated transfer dosimeter is then used in the water phantom at a depth "where the spectral distribution of the electrons is as similar as possible to that obtained in the calibration geometry. Such a depth could be found by using the scaling law of Section 6.2.2. Stopping-power rat.io~. as well as correction factors for electron fluence perturbation, must be applied when calculating the absorbed dose to water (see Section 5.2.4).
To minimize the uncertainty in the stopping-power ratios and in the scattering correction factors, aqueous "calorimeter systems can be used which utilize the change uf different physical properties as a function of temperature rise in the liquid. Pettersson (1967) used a calorimeter based on the expansion of water with temperature. He determined the energy imparted to water in a spherical volume of about 1 liter inside a water phantom irradiated by 33-MeV electrons. The water was then replaced by ferrous sulphate solution to " determine the radiation chemical yield. Schmidt and Buck (1969) used the change of electrical conductivity with temperature. They used cells with liquid layers of about 7 mm. The liquid could then be replaced with ferrous sulphate dosimeter solution. A similar calorimeter was also developed by Hohlfeld and Reich (1978) . The change in refractive index with temperature in water or other transparent liquids can be measured by means of holographic interferometry, as used by Bussman and McLaughlin (1971) and Miller and McLaughlin (1975, 1976) . This method is particularly suitable for pulsed, highfluence"Tate beams; see ICRU (1982) . In this method, the local temperature change is determined with a very high spatial resolution without " the introduction of any temperature sensors that may dIsturb the radiation field to be measured. Domen (1980) " used an ultra-small thermistor sandwiched be-. tween two thin polyethylene films inside a water phantom. In its present, preliminary state, it is capable of a precision of 0.5% mean error of the mean (10 runs) at a dose rate of 66 mGy·s-l. Further development is being directed toward a standard instrument that can be used in a medical therapy beam.
A portable tissue-equivalent (A-150) calorimeter was used in cobalt-60 gamma and neutron beams by McDonald et al. (1976) . There appears to be no difficulty in extending this method to electron beams (Holt et al., 1978) . The chemical defect due to endothermic radiochemical effects introduces the largest uncertainty in this method. The chemical defect of A -lGO plastic hi:15 been measured to be 3.6-4.1% in photon beams between 30 k V and 7 MV and in a proton beam at 1.7 Me V; no systematic quality dependence was found (Fleming and Glass, 1969; Bewley et al., 1972; Sabel et al., 1972; and McDonald et al., 1976) . Therefore, a value of 4% would be expected also for electron radiation with an uncertainty of ±2% (Bewley et al., 1972) . This calorimeter would be particularly suitable for calibration of transfer instruments, e.g., tissue equivalent ionization chambers at different depths in tissue-equivalent plastic. However, the water to A-150 stopping-power ratio (see Section 5.2.4) will appear in the calibration because it is generally the absorbed dose to water that is required.
Uncertainty in the Determination of Absorbed Dose in a Reference Material
The carbon calorimeter is the most thoror~l-.lulT1vestigated system and the principal uncertaint,lt:;~ u~ . been carefully investigated. Particular attention should be given to those experiments carried out at different national standardizing laboratories. At the National Bureau of Standards in the United States, Domen and Lamperti (1974,1976) estimated an uncertainty of 0.1% in the determination of mean absorbed dose, Dj, to the carbon absorber. At the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt in West Germany, Engelke and Hohlfeld (1971) found a value of 0.3%. Both groups considered the chemical defect and the fluence perturbation to be insignificant. Heat loss from the calorimeter absorber can be accurately corrected for by suitable extrapolation of the cooling curves. Irradiation and calibration times should be kept small (R!100 s) to minimize the uncertainty of such extrapolation.
A calorimeter of the same construction as that of Domen and Lamperti was recently employed by Cottens (1979) . He gave special attention to the uncertainty due to perturbation (caused by the gaps between the various components of the calorimeter.) in the deier·minatiooof absorbed dose, 1J~, to graphite in a uniform block of graphite-at the position of the absorber. By simulating the calorimeter geometry using ferrous sulphate irradiation cells and surrounding the cells with thin sheets of paper, he measured perturbation effects as large as -0.7% for 8 MeV (Ep,o) to +0.6% for 16 Me V in the dose maximum regions of the electron beams. He gave an 
Transfer of Absorbed Dose Calibration to Different Dosimetric Systems and to a Point in Water
A dosimeter which is to be calibrated for measurement of electrons can be placed in a cavity in a block of material similar to that of the calorimeter. The cavity should preferably be at a depth such that the mean energy of electrons and their energy spread in the dosimeter is the same as in the absorber of the calorimeter.
The mean absorbed dose in t.he dosimet.er, D i , is given by (see Eq. 4.2)
where the subscript (i) refers to the dosimeter instrument under calibration and (m) to the calorimeter material. The evaluation of the stopping-power ratio, Sm,h h, di5cu55ed ill detail ill Section 4.3. The pel"turbation factor Pm,i, which corrects for change of the primary electron fluence obtained by replacing a volume of the calorimeter material (m) by the dosimeter (i). is dealt with in Section 4.2.1 for gaseous detectors, and in Section 4.2.2 for solid and liquid detectors. It should be noted that if the dosimeter exactly replaces the calorimeter absorber, the evaluation of Pm i is often more involved; see the discussion in Section 4.2 and Svensson and Brahme (1979) .
A generru expression for Pm,I, correcting both for spatial and angular changes of the electron fluence, was given by Svensson and Brahme (1979) for a coin-shaped detector or absorber (see Section 4.2.2.3). It was assumed that the detector was placed with its axis parallel
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to the beam axis and surrounded by calorimeter medium. The correction increases with the difference in linear scattering power (equals the product of mass scattering power-see Eq. 2.7-and density) between dosimeter and calorimeter materials and is, therefore, of greatest importance at low electron energies, where the scattering power is large. This correction is dealt with for the special case of the calorimeter absorber being replaced by a ferrous sulphate dosimeter in Section 5.3.2.3.
There will be a change in the spectrum of low energy secondary electrons at the interface between the calorimeter material and the dosimeter to be calibrated, as discussed in Section 4.3. A thin coating of dosimeter material may be needed around the sensitive volume in order to achieve the highest possible accuracy (Section 4.3.2).
The absorbed dose at a point in water (Dw) can now be found by exposing the dosimeter in water at a depth where the mean electron energy is the same as in the absorber of the calorimeter. The absorbed dose at this point in water, in the absence of the dosimeter, is given by
where the subscript, w, refers to water. The remarks made above about the perturbation correction and the interface also apply here. Equations 5.3 and 5.4 give D -D-~Pw!i wm (5.5) Sm,iPm,i In ICRU Report 14 (ICRU, 1969) it was recommended that an ionization chamber be used as the transfer instrument for photons owing to its high stability and precision. With electron beams, however. there are additional considerations. In general, the absorbed dose will be needed at a point where the electron energy is not the same as at the absorber in the calorimeter. Ionization chambers for electrons show a greater variation of absorbed -dose sensitivity with electron energy than do some other dosimetric systems. Furthermore, the evaluation of the perturbation factors may iuvolve considerable uncertainties, particularly for cylindrical (thimble) chambers. Laboratories with the necessary facilities may. therefore. prefer to use other dosimetric methods such as chemical dosimetry (Section 5.3) or solid-state dosimetry (Section 5.6) to determine the absorbed dose under practical conditions where a variety of electron energies might be encountered. In this case, the use of an ionization chamber as transfer instrument introduces an unnecessary link in the chain, and it js better to calibrate the chemical or solid -state dosimeter directly by comparison with the calorimeter according to Eq. 5.5.
The uncertainty in the determination of the absorbed dose in water using an ionization chamber as a transfer instrument is given in Table 5 .2. The uncertainties are similar to those given for photons in Table 4 .2 of ICRU Report 14 (ICRU, 1969) , The uncertainty in the ratio of the mass stopping powers of water to graphite, at anyone energy is about 1.5% (see Section 2.2.2). In the more general case, where another dosimetric system is calibrated directly against the calorinleter, the uncertainty utlpenu/S UIl the /System used and on the differences in energy between calibration and use.
Chemical Methods
Introduction
Although several chemical systems for determining absorbed dose are available, only the ferrous sulphate dosimeter (Fricke and Morse, 1927, 1929) has been extensively used and is discussed here. Much effort has been invested in determining its response to different qualities of ionizing radiation and it is now well under stood and can be used for accurate measurements of absorbed dose. The use of the ferrous sulphate dosimeter for the determination of absorbed dose in photon beams was fully discussed in ICRU Report 14 (ICRU, 1969) and ICRU Report 17 (ICRU, 1970) . The principles and recommendations outlined in those reports are also applicable to electron beams.
Ferrous Sulphate Dosimeter
The standard dosimeter solution is composed of 1 mol m-3 ferrous sulphate (or ferrous ammonium sulphate) and 1 mol m-3 NaCI in either 400 mol m-3 or 50 mol m-3 sulphuric acid. Upon exposure to radiation, theoxidation of ferrous ions is directly proportional to the absorbed dose if certain conditions are met (see ICRU Report 14-ICRU, 1969) . The most reliabl~ way of determining the ferric ion concentration is by direct spectrophotometric analysis of the irradiated solution (Hardwick, 1953 ). The measured difference in absorbance is related to the absorbed dose in the dosimeter solution according to the equation
where Vi = mean absorbed dose to the dosimeter solution; ~At = increase in absorbance due to irradiation at a temperature t during the spectrophotometric measurement; p = density of dosimeter solution; I = length of the light path in the photometer cell; ({m) t = difference of molar linear absorption coefficient for ferric ions and for ferrous ions at temperature t; G t , = radiation chemical yield of ferric ions at the irradiation temperature, t', and at the dose Vi.
By convention, the values of G t , and ({m)t are for an irradiation telllperature (t') and spectrophotOllletric measurement temperature (t) of 25°C. 5.3.2.1 Absorbed Dose Rate and Absorbed Dose.
The range of absorbed doses that may be determined with adequate accuracy is 30 to about 350 Gy with the commonly employed 1 mol m-3 ferrous sulphate solution; the measurements are made at the ferric ion absorption maximum at 304 nm using 1 cm absorption cells. For absorbed dose rates up to 2 X 10 6 Gy s-1, the radiation chemical yield is independent of absorbed dose rate, but above this value, the yield decreases with increasing absorbed dose rate (Glazunov and Pikayev, 1960; Rotblat and Sutton, 1960; Anderson, 1962; Thomas and Hart, 1962) . In closed irradiation cells, the yield decreases at high doses due to oxygen depletion. Typically, the yield at 350 Gy is 0.7% smaller than at low doses (Cottens, 1979) . By increasing the ferrous concentration to 50 mol m-3 and bubbling oxygen or air through the solution during the irradiation, the dose range can be extended up to 1()4 Gy (Fricke and Hart, 1966) .
It is possible to increase the sensitivity by a factor of 2 by measurement at another absorption maximum at 224 nrn because of the higher molar linear absorption. However, impurities from plastic containers are reported to be more troublesome at 224 nm (Pettersson and Hettinger, 1967) . The lower limit of the acceptable absorbed dose range can be reduced by using longer measuring cells-up to 10 cm. However, the longer cells require more dosimeter solution and this may not be practicable. A method of increasing the sensitivity by a factor of 8 involves adding potassium or ammonium ~l1iocyanate after the irradiation,:as$uggestedby Fri,. gerio (1962) . In general,: however , only limitedsucceS8 hasbeeri'obtairiedwiththis system (Shalek and Smith, 1969; OUer et aL, 1969 (ICRU, 1969 JYIeasurement .ofthe molar linear. absorption .coeffi-c~eritwithdifferentspectrometers indicates an-agree.':" mentof better than 1o/Chata wavelength'of 304 . nm (Pettersson.· and Hettinger,. 1967; 'W ambersie,· 19f37; Eryant and Ridler, 1968; Shalek and Smith; 1969; Law and Svensson, 1972; Law etal., 1975; Eggermont etal., 1978) . However~,thescatter of published molar linear absorption coefficients ismu~hlarger than the reported differences ,in spectrophotometer response. Broszkiewicz.andBulhak.(1970Ystressedthe importance of using puremetallicir()nratherthan iron compounds in the-determination of the molarJinearabsorption.coefficient, because the amount of water of~rystallizat~on can·changeinthec()mpounds. They showed that te~ por~ed',measurementsoffmb~sed on-metallic iron are significantly10wer thantliose based on ferrous 'or ferric compounds. Eggermont et al.(1978) ; investigated the oXidation of metallic ironwithlI202 ·fu"'ld found that the 5.3 Chemical Methods • • • 81 residualH 2 0 2 gave anincrease in extinction; eviderice wasgiventhat some of the published values of fm could be too high by 3% or even more. As a result of many measurements with pure. iron samples from different manufacturers, Cottens{19.79) reported (fm)t = 217.3 ±. O.6m 2 mol-1 , including random and systematic uncertainties at the 99% confidence level, to b~com pared with a mean of 220.5 ± 0.3 m 2 mol-1 following the review of83 determinations by BroszkiewiczandBulhak(1970) . These values refer to 400molm-3 sulphuric acida,ndatelilperature t = 25°C.
The:m.olar linear absorption coefficient is also dependent onsulphuricacid concentration and temperature, as described inICRU Reports 14 and 17 (lCR,{], 1969 (lCR,{], , 1970 . Although most of the investigations have been done with400 mol m-3 sulphuric acid dosimeter solution, there are some advantages in using 50·mol m~3 sulphuric acid solution,' Storage effects in polystyrene' are less marked forthe weaker solution (Pettersson and Hettinger, 1967) , and there· is less chance of mtroducing impurities due to sulphuric acid (Fregene, 1967) .
However~a concentration of 50 mol m-3 sulphuric aCid is the lowest that should be used·for reproducible do,:: simetry; 5.3.2.3 Radiation Chemical Yield. Table 5 .3 gives a summary of radiation chemical yield determined for various electron energies. Earlier determinations with the ionization chamber method have not been . included, aTo convert Em-valUes stated in coherent SI units (m 2 mol-I) to the sometimes used unit dm 3 .mol-l ·cm...,l, multiply the values by 10. bToconvert radiation chemical yield stated in coherent 81 units (mol kg-lGy~l ormol·J-l) to the formerly often used unit (100 eV)-l, multiply the.values by 9.648.10 6 ;
CCorrections are made for the difference between the electron fluence in the dosimeter solution and in the calorimeter absorber due to different scattering properties in the media (Svensson and Brahme, 1979) and f(u the difference between the stopping power values from Berger and Selt~er (1964) . and from Berger (1980)' (i.e., Sternheimer-Peierls density effect correction and the crystallite densityof2.2bgcm-3 ).
d The value recommended for &nG is 352·10-6 D!2 kg-1 Gy-l(seethe text).
as the knowledge of stopping-power ratios and perturbation corrections may have been inadequate and consequently introduced large uncertainties in earlier publications. The values of the radiation chemical yield based on the ionization method reported in ICRU Report 21 (ICRU, 1972) were all larger than those from calorimetric or charge input measurements. However, recent investigations (Svensson, 1971; Ellis, 1974; Nahum and Greening, 1978; Svensson and Brahme, 1979) show consistency between ferrous sulphate and . ionization chamber dosimetry if calorimetrically-determined radiation chemical yields (or [mG products) are used.
Radiation chemical yield based on calorimetric measurements in which the absorber is replaced by a ferrous sulphate dosimeter must be corrected not only for the difference in stopping-power between absorber and dosimeter, but also for the different fluence of electrons in the two materials (see Eq. 5.3 and Section 4.2.2.3). This latter effect has been considered in calorimetric determinations of radiation chemical yields by Cottens (1979), but not by other workers; it will give a somewhat larger radiation chemical yield in some of the reported measurements ( There is now considerable support for an almost constant radiation chemical yield, i.e., within 1% from low to high electron energies. Cottens (1979) carefully measured the radiation chemical yield between Ez = 3.5 and E z = 14.5 Me V and found a 0.5% lower value at the lowest energy, which was not quite significant at the 99% confidence level (0.55% total uncertainty). A variation of the same magnitude was obtained by using a semiempirical method (Nahum. 1976; Nahum et al .. 1981) . Pinkerton (1969) measured the yield as a function of depth at 20 Me V and found no significant variation. Furthermore, Pettersson (1967) and Pinkerton (1969) made measurements in both cobalt-60 gamma-rays and high-energy electron beams and found ri6significant difference in yield between these two qualities, which is also in agreement with the calculations by Nahum (1976) . A constant radiation chemical yield is, therefore, recommended for mean electron energies, E z , from 1
MeV up to at least 30 MeV.
14 The lower density of 1.70 g cm-3 may still be valid for amorphous graphite at high energies if the crystalline grains are small compared with the interaction distance of the relativistic electric field of the moving electron.
Several authors have measured the effect of the sulphuric acid concentration upon the yield of the dosimeter. Some investigators (Pettersson and Hettinger, 1967; Shalek and Smith, 1969; Day and Law, 1969) have noted a 1%. to 3% decrease in sensitivity and consequently of the radiation chemical yield with decrease in concentration from 400 to 50 mol m-3 of sulphuric acid.
The product [mG has been calculated in Table 5 .3 because it is assumed that experimental uncertainties in the determination of [m, by some of the investigators, give larger errors than would be obtained assuming the same response for all the spectrophotometers (see Section 5.3.2.2). A systematic error in the measured €m would give a corresponding error in G. This error does not, however, appear in the product, provided that the spectrophotometer is correctly calibrated. The mean value of this product for 400 mol m-:-3 sulphuric acid dosimeter solution at 304 nm, giving the same weight to each experimenter independent of the number of beam qualities investigated, is D4~U~·lO-6 m 2 kg-1 Gy-l. This value of [mG may, however, be slightly low for the following reasons:
(a) The effective density (see footnote 14) of the graphite used in the density effect correction to the stopping-power, 2.25 g cm-3 , represents an upper limit; a decrease of the density to 1.7 g cm -3, which is the average density of the commonly-used reactor-grade graphite, would decrease the graphite collision stopping power by 1.2% at 20 Me V and thus increase the experimental graphite-calorimeter radiation chemical yield by this percentage, at the same time decreasing the spread in experimental data in Table 5 .3 (Svensson and Brahme, 1979). (b) Theoretical and experimental evidence has been given above that the radiation chemical yields are approximately the same for cobalt-60 gamma-rays and high-energy electrons; in fact, there are indications that G should be slightly larger for the electron beams. However, the mean value from Table 5 .3 is somewhat smaller than that generally accepted fUI' cuLali-60 gaulllla-rays which is 1.606-10-6 mol kg-1 Gy-l (equal to 15.5 per 100 eV; ICRU Report 14-ICRU, 1969). (c) A somewhat better agreement is obtained between ionization chamber dosimetry and ferrous sulphate dosimetry with a higher value for [m·G (see Section 4.3.4 and Fig. 4.10 ). Considering all of these aspects, a value of [m·G equal to 352.10-6 m 2 kg-1 Gy-l is recommended in the energy range 1 Me V up to at least 30 MeV at an irradiation temperature, t', of 25°C, and a spectrophotometer measurement temperature, t, of 25°C. A correction for temperatures differing from 25°C snould be made
The temperature coefficient, kI, is approximately 0.007°C-l and k2 is 0.0015°C-l which are the mean values evaluated from a literature study by Pettersson and Hettinger (1967 where Sw,i = 1.004 for E between 3 and 50 MeV (see Table 2 .2 and Eq. 4.11). The perturbation effect of the dosimeter in a water phantom expressed by Pw,h is generally negligible, at least when a single plastic cell is used (see Eq. 4.9). However, corrections may have to be performed when dosimeters are placed in a stack in a water phantom for measurements of depth-dose distributions (Svensson, 1971) . This correction can be minimized by using plastic with linear stopping-power and scattering-power values somewhat less than those for water, thus compensating for the larger values in the ferrous sulphate solution as compared to water. Pet- tersson and HetHnger (1967) obtained an optimum combination using polystyrene irradiation cells. They showed that their dosimeters, used at small phantom depths, did not disturb the electron fluence in the water phantom at larger depths. However, much care is needed with polystyrene cells because the storage effect may be fairly large.
Storage of the dosimeter solution in the irradiation vessel may give yields, for some plastic wall materials, which are too high. An investigation of this effect must, therefore, be made for the irradiation cells in use (Svensson and Pettersson, 1967; Ellis, 1974) . Pre-irradiation of the plastic irradiation cells filled with ferrous sulphate solution, using a high absorbed dose in order to eliminate or reduce this effect, has been recommended by several authors (Shalek et al., 1962; Davies and Law, 1963; Wambersie, 1967) . Alternatively, glass irradiation vessels which have a negligible storage effect can be used, but then the perturbation effect is larger and there may also be difficulties in choosing an appropriate value of the stopping-power ratio which accounts for the difference between 0-ray spectra in glass and that in FeS04 solution or water (see Section 4.3.2). Because of their smaller storage effect, glass cells are vrefenetl fur tlulSiInetry whenever there will be delays before reading, for example, in intercomparison exercises (Nagel and Sanielevici, 1967; Ehrlich and Lamperti, 1969) . A purity check of the dosimeter solution can be made by irradiating the solution with and with-5.4 Gas Ionization Chambitr, i , ".1 out NaCl. The addition of 10 mol m-3 NaCI should yield a 1.5% decrease of the radiation chemical yield (Cottens, 1979) . A larger value would be expected for a solution containing small traces of foreign materials-from the plastic walls of the irradiation cells for example.
The estimated uncertainties in the determination of the absorbed dose in water using the ferrous sulphate system based on 400 mol m-3 H 2 S0 4 are given in Table  5 .4. It is assumed that the spectrophotometers and cells are of high quality and that they have been checked by absorbance intercomparisons, for instance using KN0 3 (303 nm) 01' K2Cr207 (313 nm) solutions (Bruke and Maurodineanu, 1977) in order to exclude systematic errors for an individual instrument.
The fact that froG is, at the most, only very weakly dependent on radiation quality can be exploited because many departments have well established dosimetry for cobalt-60 gamma radiation which can be used for the calibration of a ferrous sulphate dosimeter for electron beam dosimetry. This method is particularly useful when fm-value determinations or absorbance intercomparisons have not been undertaken (Wambersie et ai., 1975) . It also has the advantage of giving consistency in dosimetry over the whole range of beam qualities used in a department.
Gas Ionization'Chambers
The air ionization chamber is the most common form of dosimeter and has been the method of choice for determining the absorbed dose at a point in a phantom (AAPM, 1966; HPA, 1971; NACP, 1972 NACP, , 1980 NACP, , 1981 ICRU, 1972; and DIN, 1975) . The method is universally available, simple to use both for dose rate and dose measurement, precise and quite rugged.
An ionization chamber may be either, one for which all necessary parameters are known so that its sensitivity can be computed, or one for which the sensitivity is determined by comparison of its response with that of an instrument (standard or reference instrument) whose sensitivity is known. The former is sometimes called an absolute ionization chamber and the latter a calibrated ionization chamber. For the absolute device, the sensitivity is given (for present purposes) in terms of the absorbed dose, at the effective position of the chamber, per unit quotient of electrical charge of one sign produced in the cavity and the mass of gas in the cavity; the same may be true for the calibrated device. Alternatively, the sensitivity of the calibrated device may be expressed in terms of absorbed dose, at the ef-f~ct,iv~ pu~iLiun uf t,h~ clli:i,nlb~r, p~r unit, valu~ uf ~urll~ other parameter, such as the meter reading.
A local standard or reference ionization chamber may be either an absolute or a calibrated device. Generally, it will be used to calibrate other instruments that may be termed "working" or "field" instruments.
Gas-Ionization Chamber for Absolute Determinations
Equation 4.2 provides a starting point for the consideration of the absolute gas-ionization chamber. The radiation-sensitive material, i, in that equation, becomes gas (subscript g, in the present context) but the other symbols are the same.
The mean absorbed dose, 15 g' in the cavity is given by where W is the average energy expended in the gas per ion pair formed; e is the elementary charge of the electron; Q g is the charge of one sign produced in the volume V g' filled with gas of density, Pg; Sm,g is the stoppingpower ratio; and Pm,g is the electron fluence perturbation correction factor. Of the terms on the right side of Eq. 5.9, Sm,g and Pm,g have been discussed in Section 4 and the others, with the exception of Pg, are treated below. is some indication that W will increase at electron energies above about 10 MeV due to additional energy losses by production of Cerenkov radiation (Barber, 1955) . These additional energy losses might be about two percent of the total energy loss of 40 Me V electrons ICRU (1979) Ovadia et al. (1955) Kretschko (1960) a Value recommended for dry air and based on 13 experiments using electrons generated by 137CS, 60Co and 2 MV x-ray photons and by some J3 emitters of maximum energies between about 0.17 and 2.2
MeV.
h These values are for humid air. They should be adjusted to correspond to dry air by taking into account the ratio of stopping powers for humid and dry air, and the W ratio for dry and humid air as given in Fig. 5 .15 of ICRU Report 31 (ICRU, 1979) . They should also be adjusted by considering stopping power values calculated with a more recent I-value for air ( in noble gases, but should be much less than 1% in air. The mean value obtained by Kretschko (1960) and Ovadia et ai. (1955) , when readjusted for recent stopping-power values and humidity is not significantly different from th'e ICRU value (lCRU, 1979) for the lower energy region. Therefore, this lower energy value, W = 33.85 eV, or W/e = 33.85 J/C, is also recommended for use with high energy electron beams up to 50 Me V. This value is for dry air. When water vapor is present, the number of ions produced is larger than for dry air. An increase by 0.3% for a relative humidity between 20 and 70% at 20°C and 101 kPa was obtained with a cobalt-60 gamma-ray beam (IeRD, 1979) . This difference results from a variation of both the stopping power and W with the amount-of water vapor present. The same increase should be expected with high-energy electron radiation. Therefore, the collected charge in dry air (Q) should, in most practical situations, be obtained from the measured charge in humid cavity air, Q', by Q = Chum·Q', where Ch~m has a value of 0.997. 5.4.1.2 Determination ofJ g • Several investigators (Rase and Pohlit, 1962; Markus, 1975; Holt et al., 1977) have described ionization chambers designed so that J g and P m,g may be accurately determined. These chambers are flat extrapolation-type chambers with welldefined sensitive volumes that can be varied either in thickJ.les~ or radius or both. The perturbation factor is always very close to unity for such flat chambers (see Section 4.2.1.1) and may, if the chamber wall is gasequivalent (see Section 4.3.2), be precisely determined by varying the chamber volume, both in thickness and in radius and extrapolating the measure<i values of ,Qg/ ,DgVgto zero caVity size. Not only doessuchextrap-olationprovi~e:unityJortheperturb~tionfactor, but 'the:.extrapolation 'provides the, value of Jgprri;g.' The value: of Pg i~ ueieIwined frolll thepresl5urealldtel.11~ :p~:rature of the ,gasin the cavity~Jftlte chamber is used in a:phantom.of materialwpich differs from that of the chal"llber, wall ,Ac(}Tl'ectiop' f~ctor~C~c, mm~t he applied toallow forc~ang~sin theelectron,l'adiationscattere~ back ', hito' theairvolume(M~kus:,1975) .' The' ~cer~ taintyinthis factor is given in Table5;6~When an ex'" trapolation chamber' is not available, Qg:and 'Vg are measured separately.
5.4~ 1.3"Measurement of Charge Collecting VoluJJle,' Yg.:Vg, isdeterrninedfor a coin~shaped chamber having the geometry indicated inFig~ ,4i2~ With an adequate guard plate, the electric fieldhetween C andF is constant throughout the collecting regiori. Then ions are collected over the volume defined by the prodlict of the separation distanceofFfromCand the effective" area ,of thecollector~,plate~ 'The-effective ,'.diameter of, the collector i~ the, sum, of th~ ?ollector' di-ameterplUsone,.halftheillstilating gap between Cand G Collecting field uniformity is'obtained, only if the collecting electrode is maintained at the~ame potential asthat of the guard (grorindpotential) andthe electric field lines are >perpendicularto the plane ' of the col-iecti~gelectrode. Both conditions can be fulfilled to a very 'good 'approximation, and only small correction factorsCpot and Cfiehh correcting for 'deviation from ground potential of the collecting electrode and"for electric 'field inhoIIwgeneity respectively ,are, necessary , (Boag, 1964 (Boag, , 1966 . These correctionfactors can be deternlined ,by, making ionization measurements with variotls : configurations '{Rase .. and: Pohlit" 1962)~The uncertainties ;in the variOUS parameters used in> ;th~ determination of <V gare summarized in TablEr5;6 5.4.1AMeasurement of Charge", Qg, Released in th~V()lume,Vg. As indicated above, when an ex-trapolati<>nchamber is not available,the charge, Qg, of one sign produced in the gas volll;lDe, Vgal;must-be measured~ ,However, a smali.proportionof this charge is always lost due to recombination' of ions,especialiy in pulsed beams. Therefore, an experimentally deter~ mined correction factor, csab'has to be applied,which isdepeIident on the collectingpotentiai used, the dis.; tahce, l, and the absorbed dose rate in the gas (Boag, 1956; RaseandPohlit, 1962; Scott and Greening, 1961; Greening, 1964; Niatel, 1967; Ellis and Read~1969; ICRU,1981) .
Thenieasurement ofQg in an electron be8ll1has to be 'made both with positive and 'negative, highwoltage a,pplicd to the high voltage eleotr()de. Ingeneral~~hese two values will differ somewhat due to electrons that are stoppedinthe collecting electrode orin insulators and transported to the collecting electrode or its electrical connections (Pohlit andTeich, 1962; Johns etal., t968)~ This'effect depends onthe depth in the phantom where the measurement has been carriedout,andonthe e~-'ergy of the electrons (see Fig. ,2.16 and RaseandPohlit, 1962) . Fora given absorbed dose, the number of stopped and'collected electrons increases with the mass oftlle collecting electrode and its irradiated ins\.llator.These masses can be mInimized 'by using, for example, cham~ ber designs described by 'Markus (1975) , and Svensson and Nahum(1981)~see Fig. ,5. 1.
The quantity,Qg,can be obtaiiledfrom the meas\lred value ofQ'~ (5.10) with Csc = backscattering correction factor; Csat = correction factor for lack ofsaturation voltage; Chum == correction factor for humidity of the air (Niatel,1975) ; Q~ = mean'value of the charge measured with 'positive and negative high voltage~ 5.4.1.5. ,Uncertainties in the Parameters. The uncertainties of absorbed -dose determination in 'a me-diUm, m, usually graphite" are 'sun::unarized in' , 1981; Svensson and Nahum, 1981) . Theverynanow(2 mm)airgap andthe pres,enceQfthegu8l'~:ring~imize, pertur~ation ,effects (see Fig. 4 .2). The collecting electrode is very thin ( <0.1 mmlandiB lDounted on a thin insulating layer (~O;2~}m Q:rder to give a negligible polarity effect-The .front and, back walls are ma:deof onesmgle ,material (in this case graphite). Rexolite\ll) is ,a polystyrene copolymer withadensityofl.05g cm-3 aIld a chemical composition very similar to that of p o l y s t y r e n e . ' chaInb~r . .Qg,cjsthe mean absorbed dose to ~he gas which \Vould h~vebeellobtained if the irradiation had been of the'standard chamber.
Field Instruments
Theinstru:r;nehts discussed in 5.4~1 are, complicated because they must be us~d to determine correctio ll , factors with high accuracy. Simpler versions of this type of instrument have beenmad~an~maybe used'as field or reference chambers. Ionization cham.bers used as field instruments in high-energy electron beams should have small dimensions,~,especially inthe direction of the beam.
For electron beams of mean, energy above "10'MeV, cylindrical ionization chambers (thimble type) can be used, because theperturbationcorrectionis small and has been experimentally determined (see Section 4.2.1.2), but their internal-diameter should preferably not exceed 6. mm and their length should'be no greater than 25mm (NACP, 1980) . As far-as possible, the chamber, i.e., the wall; build-up cap and central elec,:, . trode, should ,~e llladeofasingle, knownlUaterial with specified composition and good dimensional stability (L()evinger,1980)~ If the wall is of a material that is not phantQm-equiv,~lent", e.g~, <graphite or air-equivalent plastic, it should bethin(abo~tO.5 mm thick). Leakage and stem effects should be negligible and the ratio between measured' charge with'negative,and" positive polarizing. voltage should differ from, unity by less than 0.5% so that, corrections' fofcharge deposition can be avoided; these performance criteria are met by most commercially available cylindrical ionization chambers (Mattssonet al., 1981) ~ For electronbeaIll~pelow~O M~ V~a plane,"parallel (coin-shB.pedl.~hamber should, be useql:>:~qause, the perturbat~on c~lTection for, cylindrical ch8nl~~rsJslarge andunc.e:ctain.The ,radial dimensioIl1).9~theconecting voltupeshould.be ~erlIled~¥a guard,:,r~g,(F'ig~,5~1).The entrance wind()wshollJd bethin soth~tm~asurements at the.surface. of the phantomcanb~:1ll~de. The plate separation shouldbesman'.inordel',to,lllipimize th.~ perturbation effect, (see:8ectioI)4~2~1.1)' • • fh~charge deposition'in the collecting electrode aJldinsulator~,of a coiD~shapedchamherjsgenera1ly:blrger than;tqatfor a 'cylindrical.'chamh~r'"of similardi~ensi6ns.' furthermore, the charge ,deposition <atthe 'd~ptll of its maximum) per unit absorbed dose'inCJ:eases'with.adecrease of theelectr()1l ,~nergy ·(see Fig~.2~l6 ). If possible, the collecting electrode. ShOl.dd be sufficiently thin' so that the 'charge ~ deposition has mInimal effectoD the, col ~ lected,ioncharge (Markus, 1976)"'ie., a ratio that depart;sfrom unity by less.than o. 5% for the lowest electron energy 'in., use~ If this is ,.Ilot ,possi}jle, .'then,readings should be taken with both negative and positive polarity and averaged (]Morris and:Owen, 19,75).
For both types of chambers,t~e.:saturatlOncharac teristics should be adequate for th~dose<rates 'from pulsed.electron:beams usediIlclinical_practi~e.Fora polarization voltage.oi300 volts ()rmore; and'usiIlgthe coin~shapedor cylindricalchaiIlbers with maxiinum dimensionsgivenabove,the1()ssesdue to. ion recombination can be less than I % for an t:l:bsol"b~ddos~, to air in the chamber cavity of Jess th~: O.lmGyperpulse. Correction for recombillationlossescanbe made either by calculation or me~urement~. Fotpulsed radiation, the measured cliargeisplotted'againstthe,.inverse of the polarizing voltage in the region of losses below 5%. The correct charge is determined by linear extrapolation of this plot to infinite polarizing voltage. The Hospital Physicists Association (HPA, 1971) suggests the following test to determine if sufficient voltage has been applied. A reading, R 1 is obtained, for a given monitored dose, using a polarizing voltage V. The measurement is then repeated for the same monitor units but only half of the polarizing voltage, V /2, to yield a reading, R 2 • If the change in the reading, X = 100 (Rl -R2)/R 1 is less than 5%. the efficiency at the full polarizing voltage V is (100 -X)%. If X is greater than 5%, the polarizing voltage must be increased (see ICRU, 1982, Section 2.2.6).
Irradiation of the stem and cable may cause an unwanted current to be collected. This must be checked and the necessary precautions should be taken (either shielding the cable or placing the stem and cable out of the beam). This effect may be dependent upon the electron-beam energy and should be checked at the various energies used.
Calibration of Field Instrument Against a Chamber of Known Sensitivity
The most direct way of calibrating a field instrument is against a chamber of known sensitivity. This can be done by placing each instrument, in turn, in a phantom at a depth corresponding to the maximum of the depth ionization curve (for recommended depths for such calibration, see Section 6.2.3). Small variations from this depth then have negligible influence on the measurement. To assure that the two chambers are equally exposed, a transmission ionization chamber (see Section 8) can be used as a beam monitor. The readings of the field instrument and the instrument of known sensitivity are then normalized to a common monitor reading. The quotient of the normalized reading for the chamber of known sensitivity to that for the field instrument gives the absorbed dose per unit reading of the field instrument. However, when chambers of the thimble type are used, two problems arise. First, the perturbation correction for a thimble chamber when used with its axis perpendicular to the electron beam, is much greate ... than that for a coin-shaped chamber of similar volume. Although the perturbation correction is included in the calibration against a standard chamber, the variation in this correction, when the thimble chamber is used in electron beams of other energies, maybe significant. The perturbation correction is discussed in Section 4.2.1.2 and typical values are given in Table 6 .4. Second, the position of the effective point of measurement (Section 4.2.1.2) must be considered; the point of measurement will be displaced from the center of the chamber towards the source of the electron beam.
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Calibration ofa Thimble Chamber as a
Field Instrument in a Cobalt-60 Gamma-Ray or 2 MV X-Ray Beam An iIllportant problem for many users has been the. lack of access to a laboratory able to provide the calibration for high energy electrons or the lack of access to a r.ham her of known sensitivity as described in Section 5.4.3. However, in most centers equipped with high-energy accelerators, an ionization chamber calibrated as an exposure meter for cobalt-60 gamma-rays or 2 MV x-rays is available, and several investigators have shown how the absorbed dose from electron beams can be obtained using such chambers (Almond, 1967 (Almond, , 1970 Svensson and Pettersson, 1967 ). An energy dependent factor, CE, was introduced in ICRU Report 21 (ICRU, 1972) , such that the absorbed dose in water, D w , was obtained from Dw = CFNcM, where Nc is the cobalt-60 exposure calibration factor of the chamber, and M is the meter reading when the irradiation is made with electron radiation. This method has been the basis for absorbed-dose calibration methods recommended by various groups (HPA, 1971 (HPA, , 1975 NACP, 1972; ICRU, 1972; DIN, 1975) .
There arc some problems with this method and the similar method for photon beam calibration, as pointed out by various investigators (Matsuzawa et al., 1974; Greening, 1974; Nahum and Greening, 1976, 1978; Almond and Svensson, 1977; Johansson et al., 1978; NACP, 1980) . ICRU Report 14 (ICRU, 1969) gives absorbed dose conversion factors (G x ) to be used for measurement of high-energy x rays and valid for an ionization chamber with a water equivalent wall, while ICRU Report 21 (ICRU, 1972) gives factors (C E ) for electron radiation which are valid for an ionization chamber with a wall that is effectively air equivalent at the calibration quality. The composition of the wall material influences the mass ionization corresponding to a given exposure in free air during calibration with cobalt-60 gamma radiation. The C).. and CE values are, therefore, dependent on the wall materials, and systematic errors are introduced if this is disregarded.
A new formulation is recommended below, which t.akes t.he mat.p. ... iah~ ofthp. chamhe ... walls into accmmt.
Sections 5.4.4.1 and 5.4.4.2 describe the steps by which the exposure (or air kerma) produced by cobalt-60 gamma radiation is converted into absorbed dose to the air of the chamber. Section 5.4.4.3 deals with the next step-the conversion of the absorbed dose produced by the electron beam in the air of the chamber into the absorbed dose to the nlediUlll.
Derivation of the Absorbed Dose to Air Conversion Factor From the Exposure Calibration Factor. A calibration by a standards laboratory results
in an exposure calibration factor N x, (5.11) whereXcistheexposure atapoiIltPin~ir;in theabsence' of the chamber, and, Me is .Ule chaInbet meter reading when the chamber iscenteredatP~~iscor rected to standard temperature andpresSllre, and ,f()r humidi1~y andrecombinatio~.The.indexcdeilotesthat the radiationcalibr~tion of the ion chamber is involved (the quality of the calibration heamshouUi'be speCified). Th~ total chrunbe~wall thickness,inCIudingbuild-up c~p, should be equal to the thickness necessary fprthe produc~ion.oftransierit.chargedparticle equilibrium.
Fotcobalt-60 gamma-rays, athickness of 0.45 ± 0.05 g cm'-2can' be used. The. response ,of thechamherwill ordinarily vary by less than 1% when using ~uild-up caps of different lowatom,ic number materials ;(plas#c or graphite), provided the thicknesses, ing cm~2, are the sante (Alm()lld 'and Svensson, 1977) . This possible variation is : eliminated if th~materialofthe build -up cap is the 'same as that 'of the chrunber wall.,
The exposure . . can also be . related to the meancliru-ge per 'unit mass of air in the chamber J air by, tifactor that takes into account the attenuation of the photonsi)l the ionizatioIlc~amber lllaterial~. andkstem takes into account the fractional increase in. the· ionization current due, to scatt~rfromthestem.The product of the corre(!tionfactors,"denoted: byITkj, is discussed in detail below. As the energy required to form an ionpair,W,'has been considered to be .constant for electrons inth~en-: According to, most· P~?t9cols,jonizatiQ,J:l"chambers should be calibrated withac1ditiO~a1plastic capsto give a totalthickIlessof~bout O:5g c rn -:. A common combinati()n is~chamber with a graPllite«)rair.:eqUivalent) wall 'of ~ ap,proxilIlate, thickness,::?_? mm,fitted· with • . . ~ plastic cap .. Equ,atio:n, 5.18 doesno~~pplY\\Then the chamber wall and,buHd"upcap are llla4e of different materials. However, th~ eX:p~rimentalwork by Ahllond and 'Svensson'(1977)jridicates thatth¢com,positibnof the inner wall ismuchm()rei~l?o~tthap.thatofthe build ~up. cap~ '17hus; it-is "~' re~onable-approximat~~n-to use ,Eq.,5~18evenfor.aheterogeneous~~amb~~, though experiment~.determinations~fk~forthe particular chamber in question are to bepref~l'rea. (Mattsson et al.,1981) . k att.',· This factortakes accoupt ofth~a.ttenu~tion,of photons in the io l1 ization chlllll~erIllflterialt\tthetime of calibra:tioninthecobalt-60g~ma~rflY (or2MVx~ raYf~eam~'In thedet~rIllination of~he a~tenuation of the photons in the cap an~wall~aterial,jtjsimportant tOl'ememherthat th~,electrons producing ions. in the cavity are generated .~~ different . depths_ inthe-mateTials in front of the cavitY' and, thus, that not allof the at~ ducesions inthe cavity .. The-facto.r katt o.r its inverse has been'discussed by several· investigato.rs (e.g., Burlin,1959; Whyte; 1959; Barnardet al.,1962; Bo.utillon and Niatel, 1973; Loftus and Weaver, 197 4; Jo.hanssonet al~, 1978; Almo.ndet al., 197~; NaLll allo Schulz, 1979) . Fairly good agre~ment is o.btained· betweenexperiniental artdMonte· Carlo calculated values (Nath and Schulz, 1979) . Thefacto.r is dependent on the size arid-shape o.fthe chamber and varies between 0.98 andI.OOfo.r "practical chambers".
A value o.fO.990 ± 0;010caribeused fo.r-cylindrical chambers o.f the sizes reco.mmended in Section '5.4~2 (Jo.hansso.n etal., 1978) .
Agraphite wall and a PMMA build-up cap have often be used. Jo.hanssonetal. (1978) and Almond et al. (197 §) determinedkm-k att fo.r this' co.mbination· by ·co.mpariso.n with a graphite chamber with a graphite build-up cap, for whichktnwas o.btained from Eq. 5.18 (see alSo. water in a co.balt-60 gamma-ray beam. In principle, it is alSo. po.ssible to. use. such calibratio.ns ·to. derive. a cham"Qerco.nversio.n factor, N n . This is explained below for theexaniple o.f an air kerma calibratio.n. Thepro.'cedure using an abso.rbed doset-o. water calibratio.n has been analyzed in detail by Loevinger(1980 Loevinger( , 1981 .
The air kermacalibratio.Il facto.r, N K , is defined by NK = Kair,dMc (5.19) where.1(air,c is the kenll a ill air for the calibration ra- dose to water from the dose to the air in the cavity. If one assumes that the cavity is "wall-less" (Section 4.3.3), the stopping power ratio, Sw,ain can be calculated from the Spencer-Attix theory (Spencer and Attix, 1955) with an appropriate value of L1 determined by the size of the cavity (Eq. 4.13). This assumption is acceptable if the surrounding medium is not too dissimilar from air in atomic composition. If the atomic composition of the medium is greatly different from that of air, a thin airequivalent lining may be necessary (Section 4.3.2). For the case of water, there is no problem in this respect and the absorbed dose can be evaluated using Eq. 5.9. The complete practical procedure for absorbed dose determination with an ionization chamber is described in detail in Section 6.3.2.
Liquid Ionization Chambers
Dielectric liquids have been used instead of air as the sensitive medium in ionization chambers for electron uu~iIlleLry fur II1ea~urell1ellL~ uf relaLive do~e (li~Lribu tions (Mathieu, 1968; Mathieu et al., 1969; Casanovas et al., 1971; Wickman, 1974a Wickman, , 1974b . The properties of ten different liquid hydrocarbons for use in ionization chambers were studied in detail by Casanovas (1975) . The response of the liquid chamber, expressed as the quotient of collected charge and absorbed dose to the liquid, was shown to increase slowly with temperature and rapidly with electric field strength, and to decrease with an increase in mean LET.
The walls of liquid ionization chambers have been made from perspex (Mathieu et al., 1970; Casanovas, 1975) and from Rexolite® (a styrene copolymer with a chemical composition vcry similar to that of polystyrene) with an evaporated thin layer of beryllium as the conducting electrode material (Wickman, 1974a; Fig. 5.2) .
Some characteristic data for a 2,2,4-trimethylpen-. tane-based liquid ionization chamber used for measurements in electron beams are given by Wickman (1974a Wickman ( , 1974b : the polarizing potential was 900 V over a liquid thickness of 0.3 mm; the general recombination urn. From Wickman (1974a) . Rex-olite® is a polystyrene copolymer with a density of 1.05 g cm-3 and a chemical composition very similar to that of polystyrene.
for irradiation at a pulse repetition frequency of 50 Hz, with a mean absorbed dose rate to the liquid of about 20 mGy s-1, was 1%; the sensitivity of the chamber increased by 0.3% per °C in the temperature region 20-40°C and no quality dependence was found when measuring at depths in water larger than 10 mm for electron energies between 8 and 32 Me V and using the FeS04 dosimeter as a reference. No significant energy dependence was expected as the stopping-:-power ratio of 2,2,4-trimethylpentane to water varies by only 0.2% in the energy range 1-50 Me V, and as the LET distribution is almost independent of incident energies and phantom depth (Berger and Seltzer, 1969a) .
The liquid chamber is particularly suitable for measurements in high -dose gradient regions at small phantom depths (Hultlm and Svensson, 1975) , at the fall-off part of the depth -dose curve (Casanovas, 1975) , and behind inhomogeneities in the phantom (Wickman, 1974a) . It may also be possible to use the chamber as a transfer instrument of absorbed dose calibrations as it 11i::l~ high repruuuciLiliLy auu ~l11all qualiLy u~'pelluellce in an electron beam.
Solid State Uosimetry
Introduction
There are several types of solid state dosimeters which may be used with electron beams. They are not absolute and require calibration to determine absorbed dose. These dosimeters can be divided into two classes: (a) integrating dosimeters such as thermoluminescent crystals, and plastic optical density dosimeters, and (b) dose rate measuring devices such as scmiconductor junction detectors.
Thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD) have been widely used in the absorbed dose range from fractions of amilligray to tens of grays and above. The radiation induced optical changes in polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) have been used in the 10 3 to 10 5 gray absorbed dose range. Silicon diode junction detectors are finding increasing application in scanning .devices to map electron beam field distributions. Thermoluminescent dosimeters, optical density systems and silicon diode detectors will be briefly discussed in the following sections.
Thermoluminescent Phosphors
Thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD) are now widely used in radiation therapy to measure the patient absorbed dose (Ruden, 1971; Suntharalingam and Mansfield, 1971; Ruden and Nilsson, 1975; Lindskoug, 1974) . Suntharalingam (1980) has noted that lithium fluoride continues to be the most commonly-used phosphor for clinical dose measurements. "Throw-away" LiF is a radiation-sensitized powder available as a pre-encapsulated dosimeter. If allowance is made for the mass of the powder in each dosimeter, a measurement precision of 1-2% is possible. Solid TL dosimeters are available as extruded or heat-pressed ribbons, rods or chips which have greatly facilitated the use of TLD in the clinical environment. The thin Teflon-impregnated discs are best suited for such purposes as skin-dose measurements, although they have not been as widely used as the other forms of the phosphor. A detailed evaluation of the clinical use of TLD, including its use with electrons and a discussion of the electron-beam energy dependence, has been made by Rud6n (1975) and Ruden and Bengtsson (1977) .
The light sensitivity of LiF is only of practical importance when low doses are measured. Several investigators (Bjarngard and Jones, 1968; Freewick and Shambon, 1970) have shown that 2 days of exposure to a normal fluorescent laboratory light produces a response in L1F-Teflon discs equal to an absorbed dose of 0.3 mGy from gamma-rays. Lippert and Mejdahl (1967) found that a 2-hour exposure of powdered LiF MgTi to daylight resulted in an apparent exposure of 300 mR. TLD materials are particularly sensitive to ultraviolet light so exposure to sunlight or fluorescent light should be avoided. It should also be pointed out that Teflon itself may exhibit some phosphorescence.
It has also been found that there is an increase in the intrinsic response of 7Li MgTi powder (TLD 700) to 207 nm ultraviolet light after exposure to gamma radiation (Mason, 1971) .
Since LiF is slightly soluble in water but very toxic, care must be taken when using LiF for in vivo measurements. Unprotected matrix-imbedded LiF dosimeters exhibit a loss in sensitivity and extruded LiF also reacts with tissue fluid resulting in a loss of sensitivity which is initially very rapid.
Several of the factors which make solid-state TL dosimeters suitable for electron beam studies are listed below: (a) The large response of TLD per unit volume enables one to use small sizes. Since there are often steep absorbed -dose gradients in the electron beam fields, TL dosimeters can be used there to good advantage (Almond et al., 1967a) . (b) Trapped electrons or holes may persist for long periods with the advantage that total absorbed dose may be determined at a convenient time after irradiation. (c) Higher absorbed dose rates (sensitivity independent of absorbed dose rate up to 10 9 Gy S-I) can be measured with TL dosimeters than with other systems such as ionization chambers and chemical dosimeters (Fowler, 1963 (Fowler, , 1966 . It is necessary to calibrate the response of the thermoluminescent dosimeter. This calibration should be done with a particular read-out instrument, because each instrument will have a different response to the light emitted, due to geometric considerations, photomultiplier response, etc. It is advisable to calibrate the dosimeter in an electron beam which is as similar as possible to the beam to be investigated, and at approximately the same absorbed dose level as that to be measured. Such procedures will elimina.te energydependent effects and variation of sensitivity with absorbed dose (see below). Some of the dosimeters should be re-calibrated after each annealing as a check of their reproducibility. The relative response between individual solid dosimeters should be determined, and it is often possible to select groups of solid dosimeters with equal response.
Energy Response and LET Dependence. TL dosimeters are generally insensitive to changes in electron energy over the range of interest in radiation therapy.
Care must be taken, however, in calculating the energy absorbed in the phosphor (see below). The TL response shows a marked LET dependence with the response decreasing with increasing LET above approximately 10 ke V /!-Lm (Tochilin et ai., 1968) .
There has been extensive discussion in the literature concerning the euel'gy depemlem;e uf TLD fur elect.rUll beams relative to cobalt-60 gamma rays. Decreased responses of greater than 10% have been reported, although some investigator~ have fonno no dependence (Gantchew and Toushlekova, 1976; Shiragai, 1977) . Various explanations have been put forward to explain this decrease in response, including the dependence on size and shape, and the composition of the phosphor. The effect is probably related to interface effedH Illi indicated by Ruden (1975) and Bankvall and LidtHl (1977) . It is, therefore, always advisable to calihrn If' H f the same energy a TL dosimeter of the same size and shape as those being used in the investigation. Absorbed Dose Response. Ideally, a dosim"eter should have a linear response over the full range of absorbed doses to be measured. However, most TL phosphors do not respond linearly (Cameron et ai., 1967) and require careful calibration in the absorbed dose range of inter-eRt. The change from a linear reRponRe to a "Rupralinear" response (i.e., the response increasing more rapidly than the first power of the absorbed dose) may occur at or below 10 Gy. The departure from linearity is generally gradual and the response can often be approximated as linear over a limited range.
For very high absorbed doses, the dosimeter becomes saturated and the TL output remains constant with further increases in absorbed dose. TL read-out instruments may also demonstrate non-linearity of response, complicating the determination of the phosphor response. The calibration should, therefore, always be carried out on the instrument to be used in the investigation.
Fading. Due to shallow electron trap depth or to light sensitivity, the total TL output will decay with time. Care should be taken to take this decay into account or to eliminate it (Cameron et at., 1968; MArtensson, 1969) by careful selection of the temperature range over which the TL output is recorded or by special post-irradiation annealing or both.
Optical Absorption in Clear Polymethyl
Methacrylate (PMMA)
Clear PMMA has been used as a dosimeter in the kilogray range and haR heen Rtndied hy a nnmher of investigators (Boag et ai., 1958; Orton, 1966; Berry and Orton, 1966; Berry and Marshall, 1969) . Berry and Marshall found that, with spectrophotometers in good condition, readings with a standard deviation of less than 2% may be achieved from 1-mm thick material exposed to 25 kGy. Care should be taken in cleaning the material and measuring its thickness, and all determinations of optical density should be done with reference to an unirradiated control sample at 304 nm. Fading of the induced change in optical density should also be taken into account.
Silicon Diode Detectors
Radiation detectors utilizing silicon p-n junction diodes offer the advantages over conventional ionization chambers of enhanced sensitivity, instantaneous re~ sponse, ruggedness, and small size. Since the determination of the actual collecting volume (depletion region) of a diode is difficult, if not impossible, to achieve, they cannot be used for absolute measurement of absorbed dose. However, they are very suitable for relative measurements in steep dose gradients. They can be used directly to measure relative absorbed dose in electron beams if certain precautions are taken. In general, no systematic differences between diode measurements and measurements made with the other systems are seen for depths larger than the dose maximum (Hulten, ] 975; Gager et ai.. 1977; ,JohanR~on and Sven~son, 1982) .
At smaller depths, the diode measurements may be too low by a few per cent because of energy and particle direction dependence (Brahme and Svensson, 1976) . In general, great care must be exercised in using diodes because they may exhibit a large temperature dependence, cumulative radiation damage, including that caused by neutrons, as well as dependence on electron energy and direction. Systematic errors can also be in~ troduced for some accelerators (especially betatrons) due to the radiation pulse shape. When using diodes, the distributions should be checked against ionization chamber measurements or iron-sulfate dosimeter measurements and, if the diode agrees with the fullycorrected ion chamber data, then it can be used to measure relative dose distributions directly.
Film Dosimeters
Photographic dosimetry is a convenient and rapid method of obtaining a complete set of isodose curves in the plane of the film for high energy electrons (Dutreix, 1958; Breitling and Seeger, 1963; Dutreix and Dutreix, 1966; Hettinger and Svensson, 1967) . However, it is an empirical method. The radiation-sensitive medium, the photographic emulsion, does not meet the general requirements for the atomic composition of the biological tissues, and the complex mechanism that transforms the absorption of energy into blackening involves many steps of a physical and chemical nature that are not thoroughly understood.
The variation of optical density as a function of dose is represented by the sensitometric curve, the shape of which depends upon the type of emulsion used (Fig. 5 .3) (Rassow, 1970; Marinello and Sliwinski, 1974; Dutreix, 1979) . For some emulsions, the net density, i.e., the total density minus the fog, is proportional to the dose. For others, the proportionality between density and dose does not exist. For a given film, the shape of the sensitometric curve, together with the absolute sensitivity itself, may change with time because of new manufacturing methods. The shape of the sensitometric curve and the response of certain films have changed at least seven times during the last 20 years. In 1975, for example; the response of a particular type of film was reduced by a factor of 2 (Dutreix, 1979) . Therefore, published curves may not be reliable and should not be used in place of actual calibrations. Also, film characteristics may vary from batch to batch. Whenever possible, films that have a linear sensitometric curve should be used because the net optical density can be used directly to give the relative absorbed dose distribution in a single film or in several films prop-eRRen RimultaneouRly. The optical density corresponding to the fog is the optical density of a nonirra-diated· film of the same batch that is processed under the same conditions as the measured film. It is common practice to determine the fog density on the edge of the measured film; this procedure leads, in general, to an overestimation of the fog density and to large errors in regions of low densities.
The processing conditions do not critically affect the shape of the sensitometric curve, but the value of optical density corresponding to a given dose depends strongly upon the bath temperature and developing time (Dutreix, 1958; Rassow, 1970) . It is essential that the pro-. cessing conditions be exactly reproduced if comparisons are made between series of films that are processed separately-a variation of 0.1 °C in the bath temperature or of 2-3 sec in developing time, for usual processing conditions, leads to a variation of 1% in optical density. The films should all come from the same batch. In automatic processing devices, the temperature is usually very high and a very small variation in temperature may lead to a large variation in density even between the various parts of a single film. It is, therefore, recommended that the film be processed manually. The loeproducibility in density that can be expected can be summarized as follows:
Different areas of the same film 2% Films processed simultaneously 3% Films processed separately (nominally identical processing conditions) 5%
The density is generally considered to be dose rate independent in the range encountered in radiotherapy, even for pulsed beams.
The response of the film (net optical density per unit absorbed dose to the film) must depend in some way on the electron fluence spectrum in the emulsion layer, which, in its turn, depends on the electron fluence spectrum in the surrounding medium. Harder (1967), Btuger aml Seltzer (1969a) and Nahum (1976) have shown that the low energy part of the electron spectrum, where the LET depends strongly on the electron energy, has an almost constant shape per unit absorbed dose, irrespective of electron beam energy and depth (see Figs. 2.6b and 2.7b). As can be seen in Table 2 .2, the LET (collision stopping power) varies relatively slowly with energy in the high energy region. This means that the total LET distribution for electron beams and, hence, the film response, changes little with energy and depth even though film response is LET dependent. (Dutreix, 1979) . The values of the doses are normalized in such a way that the curves coincide for an optical density of unity, which corresponds roughly to the following doses in water: (1) Kodak M-0.1 to 0.2 Gy;
(2) Kodalite-1 Gy; (3) Breitling and Seeger (1963) and Rassow (1970) have studied, experimentally, the variations of film blackening with absorbed dose as a function of the energy at the phantom surface and the depth in the phantom. Breitling found a 12% variation in the net optical density per unit of absorbed dose to the phantom between 4 and 16 Me V electrons. Rassow found a variation of 2 to 10% for 5-to 45-MeV electrons depending upon the type of film and the processing conditions. Breitling and Rassow concluded that in the fall-off region of the depth-dose distribution, such variations could often be neglected due to the high dose gradient (a 10% error at the level of 10% dept.h do~e le~o~ t.o only a 1 % displacement of the depth-dose curve) and that the relative net optical density could generally be used directly for depth-dose determination after correction for nonlinearity of the sensitometric curve, if necessary. This was confirmed by Wambersie et at. (1965) and Hettinger and Svensson (1967) who found excellent agreement between depth -dose curves measured by film and by ferrous sulphate. Film dosimetry can be used, therefore, without further corrections, to measure complete dose distributions and the agreement between film readings and absorbed dose is adequate even in the regions near the edges of the beam. Some authors (Markus and Paul, 1953; Loevinger et al., 1961) have reported discrepancies between films exposed pel-pelldicular or "parallel" to the beanl axis, particularly in the build-up region where the "parallel" film underestimates the dose received. This discrepancy was attributed by Markus and Paul (1953) to the increased scatter associated with the high atomic number of the emulsion. Another reason for this effect may be a misalignment of the film edge with the surface of the phantom or the presence of thin layers of air on both faces of the film. The artifacts that result from a thin air layer along the film surface were demonstrated by Loevinger et al. (1961) , and were investigated systematically by Dutreix and Dutreix (1969) , see Fig. 5 .4. The figure shows the distortion of the depth-density curve when t.hin pape1' space1'S A1'e pl~cerl on bot.h ~ide~ oft.he film to create air gaps. The explanation is that the electrons are more easily scattered into than out of an air volume; thus there is a tendency for the electrons to concentrate in any "tunnel" parallel to the beam direction. To avoid the influence of such strips of paper as the foldings of the envelope, the film must be exposed bare or under a single paper sheet.
The influence of the nonalignment of the film edge with respect to the phantom surface is shown in Fig. 5 .5.
In the case with a < 0, the edge of the film extends outside the phantom, giving rise to an initial underestimation of the dose due to scatter of electrons by the film out of the plane of the film. When the film edge lies slightly back within the phantom, a > 0, an artifact appears due to the air gap in front of the film.
In both cases, the distortion of the electron beam is limited to the first few centimetres below the surface and vanishes at larger depths. To avoid any distortion of the beam by the film itself, the film should be irradiated between two accurately flat phantom surfaces which are tightly pressed together. Under these conditions, no significant differences are found between films irradiated perpendicular or parallel to the beam axis (Duireix C:lnd DUirt:::ix, 1966; Rws::suw, 1970; MC:l.r1nellu and Sliwinski, 1974) . However, as the setting of films parallel to the beam axis r~quires great care, it is rec-
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ommended that agreement between perpendicular and parallel films be checked carefully.
Since film is very sensitive to Cerenkov radiation, an opaque phantom material must be used or the film must be wrapped in an opaque cover. In practice, the fIlm can either be loaded directly into cassettes made of the phantom material, or placed in the phantom in readypacked containers.
Film dosimetry has some practical advantages over other systems in measuring isodose distributions: a complete dose distribution in a plane can be obtained during une expu::sure and films have a high spatial resolution which is very useful in the regions where the dose gradients are very steep.
